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welcome

Nestled on the outskirts of Britain’s
second city sits a manor house. Inside
is a hub of young creatives, bringing the
old estate back to life. Sommeliers and
barristas, chefs and artists invite you
into their playhouse to explore.
Food and drink is at the centre of what
we do, with Peel’s restaurant running
as the living heart of the building.
We take you off the beaten track with
our seasonal, hand crafted, and local
products and produce. Experience
single-batch teas from artisan growers,
biodynamic wines and ingredients
foraged from our very own kitchen
garden.
Hampton Manor was built as a home
for the Peel family, and today its new
family owners have created a home
away from home for their guests.
Original Minton tiles, hand painted
stained glass, and carved oak banisters
sit beside marble topped tables and
chinoiserie wallpaper. Stay in one of our
15 bespoke bedrooms to step away from
city life and chill out in the country.

H A M P TO N M A N O R

H A M P TO N M A N O R

‘a thoroughly
modern manor’

‘a labour of love’
th e t e l e g ra p h

Photographer: Fjona Wei-ling
Bedroom: George Fentham Suite
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“H

ampton Manor has
quietly

become

the go-to hotel for Britain’s
second city for those wanting
to avoid the big smoke.

the time s

“

Photographer: Julie Kim
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H A M P TO N M A N O R

H A M P TO N M A N O R

Photographer: Jonny Barratt

‘refreshingly full of life
and imagination’
c o un try an d t ow n h o u s e

Styling: Ava Event Styling
Photographer: Fjona Wei-ling
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H A M P TO N M A N O R

H A M P TO N M A N O R

‘The cooking here is
exciting, intriguing
and it makes you
talk’

‘10/10 for food’

the f o o daho lic

Photographer: Julie Kim

th e t e l e g ra p h

Styling: Passion for Flowers
Photographer: Fjona Wei-ling
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‘this place has soul’ the telegraph

Photographer: Jonny Barratt

H A M P TO N M A N O R

‘a fun sanctuary’
the co o l hotel gui d e

Above: Photographer: Jonny Barratt Right: Photographer: Fjona Wei-ling, Styling: Passion for Flowers
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our house

Photographer: Anna Clarke

the birches

FOR YOUR CIVIL CEREMONY

the terrace

FOR YOUR RECEPTION DRINKS
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Photographer: Fjona Wei-ling

the courtyard

FOR YOUR WEDDING BREAKFAST
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Photographer: Fjona Wei-ling

the courtyard

SPECIAL PRICES ON WINTER WEDDINGS
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Dress: The Wedding Club
Photographer: Fjona Wei-ling

Styling: Passion for Flowers
Photographer: Fjona Wei-ling
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make it yours

Photographer: Jonny Barratt

ENQUIRE ABOUT EXCLUSIVE USE
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ta s t e

Canapés

Starters

Smoked salmon, crème fraiche, sesame seed cone

Tomato, basil, burrata, sour dough crisp

Cheddar cheese, burnt onion cracker

Garden beetroot, goats cheese, sour dough crumb

Duck croquette, orange gel

Chicken liver parfait, red onion, Cumberland gel, brioche
Salmon, dill, cucumber, caviar
Wild mushroom, smoked pancetta, hen’s egg
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Mains

Chicken, leek, cepe mushroom, puff pastry
Sirloin beef, cauliflower, red cabbage, black garlic
Lamb, peas, rosemary, lamb fat potato, ewes curd
Pork loin, celeriac, apple, onion

Prime Cut Upgrade

Upgrade your meat to a prime cut for £10
Lamb – from rump to three bone rack
Beef – from sirloin to fillet of Aberdeen Angus
Turbot, champagne cream, sea vegetables
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Vegetarian

Desserts

Onion, cauliflower, red cabbage, black garlic

Buttermilk panna cotta, blueberry, oats, apple

Celeriac wellington, leek, cepe mushrooms

Chocolate cremeux, sherry, vanilla, cookie crumb
Lemon tart, clotted cream ice cream, raspberries
Pear tarte tatin, caramel ice cream, pecan tuille
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Casual Evening Menu

‘British Seaside’
FISH & CHIPS

‘American Diner’
GOURMET HOT DOGS

Triple cooked chips, tartar sauce, mushy peas
Served in boxes

The Mexican, The McManor, Caesar Dog, The Mighty Meaty
Served in baskets with fries and 2 salads
£5 pp supplement applies

‘Farmer’s Market’

‘The Royal Banquet’

SLOW COOKED PULLED PORK BAPS

Brioche buns, 2 salads, potato wedges, kicking coleslaw, sauerkraut.
Served in baskets. Upgrade with ribs for £3/person

SURF & TURF BBQ

Prime beef cuts, seafood kebabs, 2 salads, potato wedges, serious sauces
£10 pp supplement applies
Upgrade your BBQ with Lobster tails (£15/pp) and
Wagyu beef skewers (£5/pp)
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pulled pork & ribs

Upgrade your slow cooked pork baps with ribs

lobster

Upgrade your BBQ with lobster tails
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wagyu beef skewers

Upgrade your BBQ with wagyu beef skewers

fish and chips

Fish & Chips
Or alternative comfort food from our Casual Evening Menu
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pricing
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classic
package

Pricing (valid for 2021)
Low Season: Mon-Thurs £125, Fridays £145, Saturdays £165

The feel of your day

High Season: Mon-Thurs £140, Fridays £160, Saturdays £190
Civil ceremony charge: £450 low season / £850 high season

Marry in our civil ceremony room or the local parish church

You are required to take 15 bedrooms

Greet your guests on the Courtyard Terrace and Coach House Bar

5 x Cosy Doubles @ £190.00 B&B

Dine in the Courtyard for your 3 course wedding breakfast

7 x Feature Rooms @ £225.00 B&B

Retire into the Coach House Bar and heated outdoor Terrace

2 x Suites @ £310 B&B

Dance the night away in the Courtyard

1 x Honeymoon Suite complimentary

Tuck into your street-food inspired evening menu
Manor House Hire
Room hire included
Opt to have your drinks reception in the Manor House (includes Lobby, Parlour, main
The Courtyard, private outdoor heated terrace and Coach House Bar

gardens and lawn terrace, exclusive to you) for £2000
Make it all yours

Food and drink
Take exclusive use of the Manor house and Manor terrace gardens for £10,000
Pre wedding complimentary tasting evening for two

(excludes bedroom pricing and civil ceremomy hire)

Per guest:
Three arrival canapés
Two glasses of Prosecco for welcome drinks
Three course wedding breakfast
Half bottle of house wine
Sparkling and still mineral water
One glass of Prosecco for the toast
Tea, coffee and petit fours

Evening
Street-food inspired evening menu
Area for dance floor
Bar open until midnight

Minimum and maximum numbers
Minimum numbers day/evening:
Mon-Wed: 40/70, Thursdays: 50/80, Fridays: 60/100, Saturdays: 80/120
Maximum numbers: 132 for day, 150 for evening.
Maximum of 5 children per wedding party (aged 2 until 12 years of age).
Additional evening guests £15pp.
Please note the civil ceremony room can only accommodate 120

Our seasons
Low Season – January to April, November
High Season – May to October, December, Bank Holiday Sundays are priced as
Saturdays.
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all yours sunday
package with exclusive use

The feel of your day

Selected dates

Marry in our civil ceremony room or the local parish church

Available on Sundays only, excluding bank holidays and the Sunday between 25th-31st

Greet your guests in the main Manor house for your drinks reception
Move through to the Courtyard for your 3 course wedding breakfast

Dec.

Recline on the sofas in the Manor House over a tea and coffee
Dance the night away in the Courtyard and tuck into street-food style nosh

Pricing (valid for 2021)

Room hire included

£160 per adult.
Maximum of 5 children per wedding party.

Complimentary exclusive use of the main Manor house and gardens (usually £10,000),

Civil Ceremony room hire: £450

not including civil ceremony room hire or bedrooms.

All 15 bedrooms must be taken:

Food and drink
Pre wedding complimentary tasting evening for two
Per guest:
Three arrival canapés
Two glasses of Prosecco for welcome drinks
Three course wedding breakfast
Half bottle of house wine
Sparkling and still mineral water
One glass of Prosecco for the toast
Tea, coffee and petit fours
Evening
Street-food inspired evening menu

5 x Cosy Doubles @ £170 B&B
7 x Feature Rooms @ £180 B&B
2 x Suites @ £200 B&B
1 x Honeymoon Suite complimentary
Additional evening guests £15 per adult
COMPLIMENTARY exclusive use of Manor house
Please note that Bank Holiday Sundays revert to Classic Package Saturday pricing of
£190 per person. All bedroom and civil ceremony charges also.
Minimum and maximum numbers
Minimum of 70 guests day and evening
Maximum day/evening guest numbers: 132/150
Please note our civil ceremony room can only hold 120

Area for dance floor
Bar open until midnight
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festive holiday
pricing

Exclusive use for these special dates
Enjoy a beautiful Christmas wedding, taking exclusive use of the entire manor house
and lawns with all 15 bedrooms for an enchanting winter celebration.

27th, 28th, 29th, 30th December 2021
Exclusive use hire of the Manor House and gardens during this period is reduced from
£10,000 to £2500, excluding hire of 15 bedrooms, (see bedrooms prices below) and civil
ceremony room. £150 per guest. Civil ceremony hire £450.

N e w Ye a r s E v e 2 0 2 1 :
Exclusive use hire of the Manor House and gardens during this period is reduced from
£10,000 to £5000, excluding hire of 15 bedrooms (see bedrooms prices below) and civil
ceremony room. £150 per guest. Civil ceremony hire £450.
All 15 bedrooms must be taken at these rates:
5 x Cosy Doubles @ £170 B&B
7 x Feature Rooms @ £180 B&B
2 x Suites @ £200 B&B
1 x Honeymoon Suite complimentary
Minimum 80 day guests and 100 evening guests.
Limited availability for 2020 festive holiday dates available.
We are not available for weddings on Christmas Eve, Christmas Day or Boxing Day.
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fur & fire
pricing from £125pp

Our special winter experience
Country houses were made for winter. There’s something in us all that makes us want
to gather around a roaring fire, tell stories and linger on into the dark night. Give your
guests their stand-out memory of winter.
Only in winter does the early sunset turn the Courtyard into the perfect candlelit room
for the time of the wedding breakfast. As the sky turns deep blue through to twilight
above you, the glass roofed Courtyard takes on a magical glow.
After the wedding breakfast, treat your guests to a Fur & Fire experience in our garden
Tipi. Embrace the season with sofa lounge spaces around a roaring fire in the centre,
fairy lights, reindeer skins, and a hot chocolate bar. The Tipi holds 40 (standing and
sitting) at a time as your guests drift in and out between the bar, heated terrace and Tipi.

Pricing
Exclusive to January and February weddings 2021
January: £125 per guest
February: £135 per guest
Includes complimentary tipi hire which is usually £2150
Reduced rates on bedrooms and Manor House hire.
Flexibility on minimum numbers.
Please contact our wedding team for a bespoke quotation on:
weddings@hamptonmanor.com
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tipi experience
pricing from £125pp

Our garden Tipi offers an original experience for your guests. In the winter, it’s a cosy
hideaway around the fire, twinkling with fairy lights. In the summer, it lends a festival
vibe - why not stage an acoustic set in the tipi?
It’s a unique space for guests to gather after the wedding breakfast whilst we transform
The Courtyard for your evening party and provides a fun focus for this time of the day.
Guests can help themselves at the Hot Chocolate Bar with toppings galore and giant
marshmallows on sticks for toasting and making s’mores.
The Tipi is only open from after the wedding breakfast until midnight. The Tipi can
hold up to 40 people (standing and sitting) and is a great addition to our outdoor heated terrace which seats 24. The Tipi sits on the lawn right next to the terrace.

Pricing
£2150 for hire and set up with:
Fairy lights and lighting, 4 benches with furs around the firepit.
1 x 2 seater sofa, 2 x arm chairs, coffee table.
Hot Chocolate Bar with cream, marshmallows and toppings.
Extra benches available £25 per bench.
Subject to availability and terms and conditions.
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o u r l i t t l e b l ac k b o o k
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ben the cak eman

AWARD-WINNING CHEF

Ben is the award-winning chef, International Cake Show judge and cake designer
extraordinaire who has wowed and won the hearts of the Hampton Manor team.
He’s the artist that presents an immaculately hand-painted peach which, when bitten into, crumbles in your mouth with its delicately sweet cake goodness.
Ben, how did you fall in love with cakes? I have always been fascinated by the alchemy of

cooking: taking raw ingredients and creating something from them is a great feeling, and baking with my Nan on a weekend as a child was what really got me into
cooking. My first real cake was made in a cookery lesson at school and I can still
remember my teacher confronting my parents because she didn’t believe that I had
made and decorated it!

Cooking seems to have really taken you places since… After training locally in Birmingham
I decided to move to London and push myself even further, working in some of the
top hotels with some of the UK’s top chefs. I won British Young Chef of the Year
for three years running (the plates are still hanging on my hallway wall to prove
it!). Since then I’ve worked all over Europe in places such as Paris, Monaco and
Lyon, and the Middle East for both hotels and wealthy families. I even got as far as
almost boarding a plane to Saudi to work for their royal family, but the first Gulf
War broke out!
How do you help couples choose a cake that’s bespoke? Brides often come to me with a firm
idea of what they want. They then look through my portfolios and see the incredible possibilities of what can be done, then they really start to dream! The process is
exciting for me, and ensuring that the cake is going to be perfect for the customer is
really important; whether they’ve opted for traditional white, completely wacky, or
something in-between. Sometimes the customer has no idea what they’re looking
for, so we discuss a starting point; perhaps a detail from the dress, the location of
their honeymoon, where they met. ‘Exceed all expectations’ is a motto I work to
and intend to have tattooed on my arm when I get the time!

ben t h eca kem a n . co. u k
book 0 1 21 240 29 5 4
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ju s t celebrations

JUSTINE, CELEBRANT

Justine is the only celebrant that we have every recommended at the Manor. When
a civil or Church ceremony just isn’t what you’re looking for on your wedding
day, Justine helps you craft a heartfelt ceremony that expresses who you are as
individuals. She injects personality into your day, accompanied by a beaming smile.
Why use a celebrant?

Your wedding day is unique to you. People who choose a wedding celebrant
normally do so in order for them to have a personalised ceremony that reflects their
own personalities and lifestyles. Couples find that this gives them more freedom,
knowing that they have complete choice over the entire ceremony, having taken
care of the legal declaration and registration separately. It offers you the flexibility
that the set script of a civil ceremony cannot provide.
Does this mean that the ceremony is quirky?

It depends on your definition of quirky! I’ve had no requests for fancy dress or
themed weddings yet, but it does mean that the ceremony is personal to you. I’ve
worked with couples from mixed cultures and faiths that have wanted to incorporate
traditions such as ‘breaking the glass’ (Jewish), or a tea ceremony (Chinese) or who
literally want to ‘tie the knot’ or ‘jump the broom.’ You can also include meaningful
symbolism such as the lighting of a unity candle or a sand ceremony.
What is the most unusual place you have officiated a ceremony?

I did have a request once to officiate a renewal of vows in a hot air balloon! But
ceremony locations have varied from Lake Como in Italy, to a beach ceremony in
Greece, to woods and gardens, and a canal-side ceremony with guests looking on
from a barge.’

j u st -cel ebrat i on s. co. u k
book 0 79 71 16 9 5 73
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t h e w ed d i ng c lub
DESIGNER BRIDALWEAR
Photographer: Jonny Barratt and Fjona Wei-ling

The Wedding Club was the brainchild of a disillusioned bride. Frustrated by the lack of scope to the British wedding market,

‘Also, we’re risk takers. I mean, what’s the worst that can happen? London was a big risk for us.’ In September 2014 The Wedding

accountant Emma Clarke set off to greener pastures (the US) to say her ‘I do’s’. A seed was planted. On her return she set up shop

Club opened their second UK store in Knightsbridge. ‘It involved huge stock investment and an uncertainty about the market, but we

in a tiny Harbourne studio shared with a photographer. Sixteen years later I pull up at a gated Georgian house on the Highfield Road.

just got on with it. Emma tends to act as my filter if any of my ideas go too far off piste, but when a good idea crops up we don’t sit

Emma’s business partner, Clare, welcomes me into a resplendent tiled hall with a smile. She’s got that effortlessly cool vibe that brings

with it. London welcomed us with open arms. In February, I had the idea. March, we started hunting for a location. July, we signed

to mind the Hemsley sisters, the Alexa Chung dynasty and other London ‘it girls’. Whatever it is.

and September, we opened with just six dresses in the window. Our first sale was worth £20,000 to an American girl who flew over
knowing exactly which dress she wanted.’ I ask whether this is what most of their brides are like. ‘I’d say 70% of our London clients

‘When I came on board the dress side of Emma’s Wedding Planning business was just a hobby. I wanted to turn this hobby into a

are international. These European girls fly over knowing just what they want. They’re strong, independent brides, and we love that.’

business, so I took it on as my project. Six years ago we moved to temple field square. That’s when The Wedding Club became a
business in my mind. Year on year we’ve been the one store out of London that delivers high-end designer wedding dresses.’

Claire and Emma definitely have an eye for the next hot-trend, and their fingers are firmly on the fashion pulse. I’m intrigued as to
how they’ve managed to build a world-renowned collection. ‘The key to buying is to buy things you love. Always be loyal to that.

When I ask her what she thinks the key to The Wedding Club’s success is, she immediately mentions Berta. Berta is the world-

Emma and I love completely different things. Emma’s all about sparkles and press pieces and I’m into great cuts and simplicity. At

renowned Israeli bridal designer, infamous for her very sexy designs and silhouettes. The Wedding Club is her exclusive UK stockist.

the beginning this led to arguments, but now we each pick the items we want. That’s how it becomes a collection.’ When I met with

‘A good relationship with respected designers is obviously the key to getting them on board. At the very start Emma gained the trust

Clare she’d just returned from NY where she was eyeing up new collections. ‘This weekend I’m heading to Barcelona and I’m off to

of Jenny Packham, and she’s been a huge part of our strength from the beginning. When we picked up Berta in 2013 this literally

Milan later this month. It’s hard work. In NY, weddings are a proper industry and the hype is huge.’ After our chat Clare shot back off

brought brides to our door. Girls would come to us from London just to get their hands on one of these dresses. We’ve got such a

to London which is her base now. It all sounds like hard work, but when you look at the collection you see that it’s paying off. I leave

range of designers that now it’s the big names chasing us, not the other way around. You’ve got to be clever which designers you

the Highfield road admiring Clare and Emma’s work ethic and my eye on a couple of dresses… turns out I’m a press piece girl myself.

pick. I always look at their social following to see how savvy they are. Think about it; just Instagramming Berta immediately gets you
out to all 1.1 million of their followers.’

t h eweddi n g -cl u b. co. u k
edg ba st on , 0 1 21 440 8276
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c le me n ts & c h urc h
THE MASTER TAILORS

H

igh-end tailoring brand Clements and Church has had an exciting 2016, with the re-launch and re-characterisation of a label

of initials or a name, however bold or subtle, can make the bespoke garment that extra bit special and provides a stamp of authentic

set to be one of the most exciting available to forward-thinking and style-conscious men across the UK. Starting life a decade

authority. Highly-trained tailors are available to service customers for Bespoke and Custom Made suiting in each of their shops which

ago with a shop in the heart of Birmingham, we fast-forward to 2016 where the brand is simply flourishing through sartorial

include Birmingham, Oxford, Leamington Spa, Solihull and Beaconsfield.

excellence – a further four shops across the Midlands and a tailoring service and outstanding expertise that is hard to rival.
However, another refreshing addition to the Clements and Church armoury is their travelling tailor service, where a team member will
With a drive and focus on fine detailing and using only the best fabrics available – from the mills of Northern England to the long-

visit customers in their own setting and at a time which suits them. Clements and Church travelling tailor service provides customers

established and long-acknowledged mills of Northern Italy – Clements and Church is as far removed from the ‘big sell’ as you can get

with the very best in personal service within the comfort of their own surroundings at their convenience.

and all about the very best in service and the best in educating and guiding customers in their quest for bespoke perfection. Beautiful
suiting options, shirting, accessories and stunning leather luggage are all addressed with admirable vigour at Clements and Church.
Individuality, personality and a devilish sense of humour are all elements that are cleverly captured within the brand. But hand-inhand with wanting to excite is that need for customer confidence and faith.
Custom Made by Clements and Church is expertly created by hand for each individual. The tailors strive to offer a great depth of

Jason Bevan, Clements and Church Master Tailor, says:

‘

As a travelling tailor, my job is to make the process of selecting the perfect suit as easy as possible. Whether I see clients at their
offices or at home, during the working day or out of ours, I fit in with their needs. We can provide a selection of our latest readyto-wear designs, as well as our full collection of bunches (fabrics) and linings – everything we need to design the ultimate one-off

custom-made suit. The beauty of this service is that after that first piece, we no longer need to measure you and you can move

knowledge and unrivalled attention to detail. In addition to an impeccably crafted finish, and for the utmost sophistication, the tailors

straight on to the fun part of creating your design. Individual features, such as embroidering your name or wedding date into the

are able to personalise shirting and jackets through their very own monogramming service. Completing the garment with a stylish set

jacket lining, combine to form a completely unique piece of tailoring.’

cl em en t sa n dch u rch . co. u k
sol i h u l l st ore 0 1 21 70 3 0 5 45
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blu e ridg e wedding s

VIDEODGRAPHY

I

n June 2016 Katherine married Jonathan at Hampton Manor. The wedding was
a real family affair. When Blue Ridge posted this couple’s wedding video our
entire wedding team got goosebumps. This video perfectly captured everything
that we’d learnt about the couple and their family over the past year.

Who are you? We’re Nic, Tim and Steve. We have been friends for many years since

meeting and studying together at University. We are filmmakers. We love to create,
film and edit fantastic and beautiful footage that tells a story. It’s what we all trained
to do.

Why Weddings? Filming a wedding takes us to new venues in new parts of the country,

filled with new and interesting people, challenges and a couple on the happiest day
of their life – and we have the honour of being the people that capture it all for
them. We produce something that will be watched in years and years to come,
potentially by their children and children’s children. And that is a truly special
thing. Telling stories is simply what we love to do and we get to do exactly that each
weekend. The end gratification is the feedback we get from our couples once they
have watched their film. They are our biggest critics and there is no better feeling
than knowing we have done their day justice.

What’s the key to a great wedding film? Emotions, emotions, emotions. These are the
single most important element to a wedding film. The way we see it, if we don’t
make a couple laugh or cry, we haven’t done our job properly (we accept no liability
for those with hearts of stone!). We have actually had a bride-to-be burst into tears
in the middle of the Birmingham NEC Wedding Show when watching our showreel
which, as bizarre as it sounds, is exactly what we aim to achieve! With every story
we tell, we want the viewer to feel something – else what’s the point?!

bl u eri dg e-weddi n g s. com
book 0 2477 220 6 28
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jonny barratt

PHOTOGRAPHY

I

first met Jonny Barratt when an uber trendy couple introduced him as their
wedding photographer. When I trawled his website I noticed that something was
different about his photographs. There were no awkward lines of bridesmaids
with hands on hips and no sore-mouthed couples straining for their mantlepiece
shot. I realised that there was nothing stuffy or posed about a Jonny Barratt snap.
His aura, website, and photographs, are all palpably cool. Minutes later I gave him a
call to see if he’d like to become one of Hampton Manor’s recommended suppliers.

Where did it all start?

Photography has been my full time job for four years now, but I’ve been taking
photos for far longer. I studied Image Production at college and that’s where I
discovered my love of photography. Since then I’ve got to work at some amazing
venues such as Hampton Manor, plus I travel all over the UK and internationally
for weddings.
What role do you play on the day?

On the wedding day itself I’m relaxed, unobtrusive and fun! Whilst I may be
informed on who’s going to be where and the timings of the day, I actually don’t
plan much. I prefer to be in the moment and let it happen. I believe capturing the
emotion and details of a wedding is done without bossing people around or setting
up loads of equipment.
What’s your photography style?

My style certainly has its roots in photojournalism. It’s the photography that tells
true stories, shows real life and genuine emotion. That’s why I love weddings! I like
to think I’m among a new breed of wedding photographers who deliver clients
contemporary and creative imagery. Ultimately, my style is ‘me’ and it naturally
evolves over time. Couples book me because they love photography. It’s that simple.
They place it as one of the most important factors of the day. If they appreciate
photography and are passionate about their images we can collaborate to create
something truly great.

j on n yba rrat t . com
book 0 7788 5 5 0 6 22
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fjona wei-ling

PHOTOGRAPHY

I

weave my way through a wooded snicket to Fjona’s house. As a member of the
family who own and run the Manor, her home is located on the outskirts of
the grounds. Fjona is the Creative Director who has been gradually scouring
the cobwebs off our very own Hampton Manor and transforming its rooms into
characterful, contemporary havens. She has an eye for design that baffles journalists
and customers alike. However, as she sits on the sofa next to me, with her feet
tucked up under her, and begins to talk about photography, I’m reminded that her
creativity and boundless energy are at their brightest and best the moment she steps
behind a camera.

Where do you get your creative inspiration from?

Because of my dual role as a designer and photographer, I’m involved in a lot of
creative industries – food, design, art, editorial, craft. It takes you into all the
different sensory experiences. I think that your creative sense comes from what
we absorb combined with how your own personality processes it. That’s how you
create something unique.
You have an MA in Photojournalism and Documentary Photography. How does this influence your approach?

I love to immerse myself in the stories I tell. As a photojournalist, my longest
project was produced over 3 years. Don’t worry, I don’t take that long to get to
know my wedding couples! However, the impulse still stands that I want to connect
meaningfully with them. It is the only way to tell their story properly. My couples
often comment how unobtrusive I am - for me, that’s essential. Whether that means
blending into the background, chatting with your gran or getting swept into the
action of the party, it’s about intimately showing the emotion of the day.
What’s your photography style?

When I compose a shot I’m looking for a connection between the layers of the
scene. I think that draws you into a photo. It makes you want to explore it, like you
would a painting, lending it more heart-felt connection rather than just showing
what happened on the day. For me, that atmosphere is what strong story telling is
all about.

fwp h ot og ra p h y. co. u k
book 0 786 6 0 3 0 43 4
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we are // the clark es

PHOTOGRAPHY & FILM

Anna and Simon Clarke, aka WE ARE // THE CLARKES, are the creative and
documentary-style photography and film team based in Leamington Spa. Couples,
take note!
Who are the Clarkes?

We’re Anna and Simon and we met a whole 13 years ago and have been blissfully
married for six of those years. (That’s us there opposite, top left!) We discovered
we were both arty-farty creative types, both studying art, design and photography
and we knew one day we wanted to run our own business and make money from
creating beautiful things. Fast forward though a lot of hard working years and here
we are now! We’ve joined our individual businesses (Anna Clarke Photography and
Simon Clarke Films) to bring it to you all under one room. We’ve been a creative
photography and film team for some time now, but this makes it official. We are //
the Clarkes! We live in Leamington Spa, a lovely town in Warwickshire.
What do you do?

Let the day unfold naturally and photograph all of the authentic, fun moments
that make the day unique. Listen to the couple and pay attention to what makes
them them, so that we can reflect that in the images. Use ultra-flattering, natural
light, particularly an enchanting sunset, as it’s our all-time favourite. Blend into the
crowd and make the process as smooth as possible. Get on with your guests and
bring the best out of them. Edit for days on end to make the photos perfect. Get a
kick out of giving you timeless images you will love forever.
What do you definitely not do?

Staged cutting-of-the-cake shots. Take our couples away from their guests for hours
of the day. Endless lists of forced-grin group shots. Make guests put down their
drinks and pose for photos. Get all up in people’s faces (well, not often anyway!).
What do your couples get?

A total lack of cheese and fake smiles. You can count on natural, happy, unposed,
beautiful shots.
x

wea ret h ecl a rkes. com
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ava e v e n t s t y li n g
FLORISTS & STYLISTS

Photographer: Fjona Wei-ling

M

y first meeting with Amanda and Amy was wacky and wonderful; a trip into a Grayson Perry sketchbook, all bold, bizarre and

Who were Amy and Amanda in the pre-AVA days? Amy: I worked for the BBC for eight years in TV production, involved in the making

bright. I was looking at a three-foot silver birch tree mounted on a bed of green moss. On the tree hung tiny glass votives with

of programmes and set design. Amanda’s from an events background; she managed huge events for Camelot in the Big Smoke. Our

men’s names tied around their necks. Planted at its feet were white and red speckled roses with women’s names around each

backgrounds mean we’re both looking at the big picture and how all the elements layer up on your day. For example, when you’re

stem. This was the table plan that AVA had created for an Alice in Wonderland themed wedding; a true ode to Lewis Carroll and his

thinking of your wedding favours make them personal to you! It’s another opportunity to get your personality across.

childish creativity. It’s not often that a couple opt for a really strong theme on their wedding day, but whatever the brief, these ladies
have mastered the balance of innovation and beauty to a T.

Can you tell me about an event where you’re creativity’s been given the licence to run riot? This year we created a Grecian style wedding
as an ode to Mamma Mia at the Hippodrome! We re-created the wedding scene from the stage show. So, guests were seated along

In a nutshell, what service do you offer? Essentially, it is our job to transform venues for our clients. We give our couples tonnes of

banqueting tables on bistro chairs with aqua blue napkins to represent the sea. We projected images of the Greek Islands on the sides

inspiration, share our wealth of experience and take away all of the stress on the day. We provide them with the highest quality flowers

of the walls and filled the room with hot pink Bougainvillea. Everything from the carnival style music, the meze dishes and temperature

and carefully-selected hire products. We deliver styling that meets each brief and budget and reflects a couple’s personalities. You

of the room screamed of the Mediterranean! This is one of the reasons why we don’t do packages; nothing about us is formulaic as

name it, we do it! That’s the beauty of two heads being better than one. We have got so much experience between us and contacts in

every wedding is unique. We are constantly striving for events that will be talked about for years to come.

the little black book that there’s nothing we can’t do to make an event extra special.

ava even t st yl i n g . com
book 0 781 1 6 3 5 1 5 2
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pa ssi o n f o r f lower s
FLORISTS & STYLISTS

Photographer: Jonny Barratt and Fjona Wei-ling

D

oes the name ring a bell? Passion for Flowers are the bespoke floral and design styling service that wedding bloggers and
engaging mother and daughter due, Karen and Gemma Morgan, create picture-perfect weddings. Winners of the Best Wedding

You encourage couples to gather magazine clippings, mood boards and bridesmaids dress fabric together to bring to their first consultation.
Talk me through the design process. Since the launch of Pinterest we’ve found many couples coming to us with enough images and floral

Florist in the West Midlands (2014 & 2015), and Best Wedding Florist in England (2015) at The Wedding Industry Awards, you know

ideas for not one but a lifetime of weddings. We help them focus on their overall style and ensure their wedding is personal to them

you’re in safe, green-fingered hands.

as a couple. In the week leading up to the wedding we’re busy creating all the wedding flowers, posting sneak peeks on our Instagram

magazines rave about. Featured regularly on Rock My Wedding, Love My Dress and Boho Weddings (to name but a few!), this

account. On the day, we’re at the venue, fastening that perfect buttonhole and bringing ideas to life.

Karen, talk me through your styling inspiration. I love natural flowers, organic shapes and am constantly inspired by nature. There is one
floral designer who has inspired me the most; her name is Holly Heider Chapple and she’s based in the States. Her designs are fresh,

In April 2016 Gemma’s boyfriend popped the question with a rooftop NYE proposal. Can we ask what wedding ideas are in the pipeline? We’re

steeped in nature, and influenced by the seasons. For the last couple of years I’ve been a member of Holly’s Chapel Designers which

currently having a chat with Hampton Manor’s wedding team about booking a new year’s eve wedding! We’re planning long tables with

has inspired and enabled me to grow as a floral designer, mixing with amazing florists from around the world.

garlands of flowers, beautiful styling for the ceremony, and lots of little extra details.

pa ssi on forfl owers. n et
book 0 1676 5 29 0 14
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quartet

Nero String
At the beginning of 2016, Nero String Quartet won The Wedding Industry Experts Awards nationally and internationally in two categories: Most
Popular Musicians and Most Popular Classical Musicians. The professional musicians who make up the quartet have trained, played and competed
globally and have now become one of the most sought after quartets in the
UK. Accolades aside, whether it’s Bach or Beyoncé, these ladies nail it every
time.

What makes a string quartet so magical for a wedding?

Beautiful harmonies and the sound of live strings bring an
atmosphere that a recorded song just can’t supply. Imagine, as
a guest, stepping out onto a simmering lawn with a cool glass
of champagne to be met with the bold sound of a string quartet
playing Mozart, Madonna or The Killers! And nothing beats the
soft murmur of strings playing light jazz or your favourite love
songs as you and your guests enjoy the wedding breakfast.
Why is Pachelbel’s Canon so popular?

It’s such a beautiful piece of music, still one of my favourites,
creating that sense of grandeur, fitting for a bride. It works
perfectly as it’s in short phrases so is easy to finish when the
bride reaches the end of the aisle.
Where is the most interesting place you’ve performed?

We were selected to perform at a music festival in Kuwait.
It was quite a surreal experience. We had bodyguards taking
us everywhere, although everyone really looked after us
marvellously. We played in a spectacular concert hall and then
on TV for Good Morning Kuwait!
What’s the most unusual piece you’ve been asked to play at a wedding?

Elbow, Grounds for Divorce. But that’s what they requested, so
we played it! It definitely got a laugh as they walked back up the
aisle. We add to our repertoire every month and are happy to
commission new songs for any special requests.

n erost ri n g q ua rt et . com
book 0 7787 16 3 482
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l i ve du o

The Wedding
Crashers
This professional piano and drums duo know how to get the party started.
At our last team night ‘in’ they got everyone, from Lesley the accountant
to John the night porter, shimmying. Jo Stafford (piano/lead vocals) and
Jayme Tovey (drums/backing vocals) are as entertaining as Vince Vaughn
and Owen Wilson themselves (minus the alcohol and womanising!).

What do you specialise in?

We perform a full showcase of live music entertainment
throughout the UK, Europe and even further afield. We have
a large repertoire of music, performing songs from the sixties
to the current day and have been working together for over 15
years. During this time, we’ve tailored our performances to suit
all age groups, making us an ideal choice for any occasion.
What’s your favourite first song to date?

A popular dance song at the minute, and a favourite of ours,
is Ed Sheeran’s ‘Thinking Out Loud.’ However, our all-time
favourite first dance song would have be to Al Green’s ‘Let’s
Stay Together’ – such a great song!
Where would you recommend for a gig in Birmingham?

We’ve been resident musicians at The Jam House in Birmingham
for the last 15 years. This is always a great night out and we’d
recommend anyone pays a visit who hasn’t done so already.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings, you have a support
slot froam one of the resident piano and drum duos early
doors, followed by a live band on the main stage from 11 pm,
then a DJ until the early hours. Lots of well established artists
perform here during the week and it’s the place to party at the
weekend. As for the West Midland’s music scene, there are lots
of great little places to go and watch live music, whether it be
an original band or a covers band. It seems that more and more
places are putting live music on again now, after a dip a couple
of years ago.

t h eweddi n g cra sh ers. co. u k
book 0 779 5 270 3 22 / 0 781 3 1 27 70 3
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dj

Dave Clarke
‘I’ve heard your voice before’ – a conversation opener that Dave Clarke is
well used to. Now a freelance broadcaster and regular presenter on Free
Radio & Gem, Dave is known for presenting radio shows on the Midlands’
biggest radio stations including Heart, Galaxy, BRMB & BBC WM. At the
Manor, we know him as the DJ who knows how to get everyone on their feet
(perhaps that’s why we always bag him for staff parties!)

Who’s your music hero?

The Boss! Who else? Bruce Springsteen was my childhood
hero and I have collected every album to date. I’ve seen him
live many times and know the lyrics to virtually every song off
every album. How sad is that? The irony is that Springsteen is
one artist that I rarely play at a gig. Occasionally “Dancing in
the Dark” will be requested, but on the whole The Boss is my
private music pleasure.

Photographer: Anna Clarke

the

What song is guaranteed to get everyone on the dance floor?

It’s impossible to answer this one! It always depends on the set
and the genres of music that the client has requested. I always
consult my couples before the event so I can get an idea of
how they see their evening unfolding musically. Now if you
were to name specific genres, I could give you a cast iron, 100%
guaranteed, floor-filling anthem from each one. From Motown
to House, 80s pop classics to 90s dance anthems and even recent
R&B, chart, pop & indie rock, there’s a ‘banker’ in each category.
What’s the ultimate final song?

On any gig the last hour is usually the best. Given the effects of a
few wines, beers (and probably shots!) the atmosphere is always
at its headiest. Guiding the night to the crescendo at the end is
the best way to send the guests out singing and this is always
my objective. Of course, it doesn’t matter how you announce
the finale, there’ll always be the chants of ‘one last song!’, but I
take this as a compliment. Whilst I try to avoid cliché finales,
I always stick with familiar songs. Personally? Queen’s ‘Don’t
Stop Me Now’ is the perfect construction for a show ender. An
immediate and familiar sing-a-long introduction, slow build
and lyrics that everybody knows make this a bit of a Clarkey
trademark finale.

cl a rkey. co. u k
book 0 1 21 6 88 0 845 / 0 79 76 3 5 1440
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c o n tac t
Hampton Manor
Shadowbrook Lane
Hampton-in-Arden
B92 0EN
hamptonmanor.com
01675 446080
Our food menus enclosed may be subject to change.
We reserve the right to change products and packages.
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